Superior Coverage Starts Before a Vehicle Hits the Road

Electrical

Body/Assembly

Fuel Systems

HVAC

Steering/Suspension

Isolators/Grommets

Boots

Powertrain

Covers and protectors for
automotive electrical systems,
including connector protection,
line securing and more.

Body plugs, overslam and hood
bumpers, and front and rear
exhaust heat shields for vehicles.
Variety of sheet metal body
sealing plugs, cabin access
panels and more.

Caps and plugs to fit fuel lines
and quick connects. Protect
your fuel systems from tier
to assembly.

Protects HVAC components
from block caps to condenser
caps, liquid lines and more.

Variety of parts to protect
components including ball
joints, control arms, electrical
connectors and more.

Range of parts offering sound
absorption and vibration
reduction.

Durable rubber and plastic
covers to protect axles, spark
plugs and more.

Wide selection of seals, caps
and plugs for powertrain
component protection.

Electrical

Body/Assembly

Fuel Systems

HVAC

BPFE-23mm: Thermoplastic rubber body plug covers access hole
for headlight.

3031: Body panel plug covers drainage holes; available in multiple colors.

B-9284: Thermoplastic rubber cap protects fuel tank port during shipping.

B-9542: Plastic dual-port cap/plug for thermal expansion on a condenser.

BPF-6mm: Plastic body plug covers door striker plate holes.

VC: Caps the fuel tank port during shipping.

A15388-01: EPDM drain grommet allows condensation from the AC unit
condenser to release from the compressor and not re-enter.

BPF-31mm: Thermoplastic rubber body plug covers pillar holes in door panel.

SC: Closes off the fuel sending unit during shipping.

A16351-01: Natural rubber plug covers a hole on the compressor under
the hood.

2844-2: Thermoplastic rubber plug covers access port hole for
window adjustment.

2679-2: High density polyethylene cap protects electrical connectors
on transmission bulkhead during shipping.

2757-1: Thermoplastic rubber cap protects connector on fuel sending unit
during wash and shipping.

2872: Thermoplastic rubber plug covers hole where blind spot camera would be.

2831: Thermoplastic rubber oblong body plug 13mm x 19mm covers holes in
lower rocker panel.

2690-1: Cap used to mask filler necks during painting process.

A20007-01: Natural rubber maintenance plug/access panel to allow for
adjustments while not allowing condensation to come out.

B-9285: Thermoplastic rubber 3/8” fuel line cap protects 2 fuel
lines during shipping; available in multiple colors.

A36640-01: EPDM maintenance hole finishing cap for after painting.

B-9518: Thermoplastic rubber 5/8” fuel line cap protects 2 fuel
lines during shipping; available in multiple colors.

B-10370: Plastic HVAC inlet/outlet port fitting block cap keeps debris and
moisture out of fitting block and protects during shipping.

Boots

B-10521: AC connection cap to protect from debris, dust and moisture
during shipping.

2989: Assembly aid protects surfaces during installation.

Steering/Suspension
A15283-01: Natural rubber spring seat/isolator softens the shock frame
during impact.
A24515-01: EPDM seal at bottom of the steering column keeps water out of
vehicle compartment and helps shock absorption.
A25361-01: Natural rubber spring seat/isolator softens the shock frame
during impact.
A28205-01: Natural rubber grommet goes on stabilizer bar to act as a bumper
for any vibration of that unit, as well as keeping it from hitting
emergency brake lines and other components near it.
A43283-01: Natural rubber engine mount decoupler. The grooves allow fluids
to pass through the part and distribute evenly throughout the
motor mount.
A38555-01: Natural rubber engine mount boot acts as a dust cover to protect
against dust and debris.
A51890-01: Natural rubber engine mount bellow absorbs shock while
protecting against dust and debris.
A46447-01: Natural rubber grommet goes on stabilizer bar to act as a
bumper for any vibration of that unit. Keeps it from hitting
emergency brake lines and other components near it.

Isolators/Grommets
A15384-01: EPDM overslam door bumper cushions the door so it doesn’t hit
metal-to-metal.

A20954-01: Natural rubber isolator tells the window motor to stop when the
window is completely open.

A23527-01: Neoprene grommet attaches to the radiator unit to absorb shock
with any slight shifting.

A48631-01: Silicone boot seals off from water and debris on an electrical
connection under the hood.

A38185-01: Silicone dust cover boot goes on top or bottom of shock to keep
debris and water out of the strut.

Powertrain
A16948-01: Transmission boot protects shifter from dust. Made from an EPDM/
HBNR compound for its sound absorbing properties.

F88: Axle spindle boot protectors for heavy trucks.
A24650-01: HBNR boot absorbs sound between the transmission and the console.

A25982-01: EPDM overslam bumper for the liftgate. Designed to absorb shock
when the liftgate is slammed, as well as when driving — no rattling.

F61: Axle spindle boot protectors for heavy trucks.
A26130-01: HBNR sleeve is mounted at the top of the shifting connection to the
console to act as a sound dampener.

A28946-01: EPDM isolators are placed every 3 feet on the frame keeping the
fuel line, emergency brake line, and all electrical lines still and
cushioned from stress causing vibrations.

A15946-01: Non-conductive EPDM spark plug boot protects from water
and from shocking end-user.

A38773-01: Butyl rubber isolator goes around fuel pump and absorbs vibrations.

A38662-01: EPDM stabilizer bushing grommet for suspension system.

A38043-01: Natural rubber spring seat/isolator takes the load for the shock
or strut during impact.
A31397-01: EPDM grommet at the base of steering column where it comes up
through the fire wall protects against debris while creating some
shock absorption.

B-8177: Plastic transmission transfer case cap protects the spline against debris
and moisture during shipment.

B-10180: Plastic cap protects exhaust line from debris and moisture during shipment.

2987-2: Breathable vent cap protects connection during shipment.

1922: High density plastic, uniquely shaped cap protects the transmission shaft
from any damage during shipment.

2936-1: Cap protects the throttle body. Vent holes allow engine to test run
without removing cap.

B-9660: Plastic cap protects axle spline during shipping.
2948: Plastic plug/seal for differential.
F-83: Vinyl cap protects brake line fluid fitting from debris and moisture
during shipping.
B-9349: Plastic bell shaped cap protects ball joints for heavy trucks against
debris and moisture during shipping.

• Trusted supplier to the auto industry since 1948
• World-class customer service and support
• 6 different molding processes
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